QUALITY. DURABILITY.
INNOVATION.

Now that 2019 is here, we want to give you an
update on what’s new and exciting at TCI Mobility.
First, we moved both of our locations. Our
Pennsylvania Production facility was opened in
December 2018 and is still under construction.
Fortunately, we are producing vans at or above the
levels we were previously able to do. As for our
Corporate offices, we also moved in December 2018
and stayed in Pompano Beach.
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Our new location is where routes 33 and 209
intersect in Sciota, PA. This makes it easier
for truckers to deliver and pick up vans and
materials to and from our facility. We believe
that every improvement we make to our
facilities and now our location will ultimately
bring better pricing and products to our
dealers and end users.
As we continue to upgrade and grow, our
commitment remains to keeping our lead
times short and to meeting and exceeding the
highest quality and safety standards.

We have been extremely busy moving two offices
and keeping production on schedule.
Our
incredibly dedicated staff have been working
tirelessly to meet our time commitments and keep
those vans moving off the line.
Our new production facility sits on 3 ½ acres in the
beautiful Pocono Mountains in Pennsylvania.

We are dedicated as a Ford QVM builder and
FCA Ram approved second stage upfitter to
always provide the highest standards for
safety and quality.
Once you drive a TCI van, you’ll want to buy
a TCI van!

NEW PRODUCTS
January 2019

Our new Ford Transit Jumbo Shuttle with a power
side bus door is just what the doctor ordered! With
its expanded seating capabilities and super quiet
power bus door, this new TCI Shuttle is turning
heads and making waves. We’ve shown our new
prototype at major shows around the nation and the
response has been amazing. Orders have been
coming in rapidly and our amazing crew are
pumping them out.
There are a variety of configurations and trim
options to choose from. We have over 100 chassis’
in stock ready to build and you can have one
delivered in as little as 12 weeks. Make sure you ask
one of our representatives how you can order one of
these for stock.

NEW DEALERS
TCI Mobility has undergone many changes since we
began operations. One such change has been
transforming our sales focus to market our product
through a dealer network. We are always striving to
bring the most innovative and safe vans to the
marketplace. We also want to make sure that the
end users of our vans get the service they need and
desire all while meeting the stringent standards we
require. Each dealer has the facilities and locations
that will serve our present and future customer
base.

We have a very motivated and successful
dealer network established already and look
forward to adding more dealers in the future.
In the near future, our website will allow
customers to search by dealer and access their
inventory of TCI vans. We want to make
sure that the end user can find a van at any of
our dealers that is built to the specifications
that are most popular in their geographic area.
Any bus or mobility dealers that are
interested in representing a product that has
no peer, and are willing to provide
exceptional service, please contact us to
discuss your territory and our exclusive
dealer arrangements.

